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Introduction:

The

inspirations

provided

by

the

Bhāgavata Purāṇa gave rise also to devotional poetry in
many Indian languages: Braja Bhasa in the north;
Gujarati in the west; Tamil, Telugu, Malayalam, and Kannada in the south; and Bengali, Oriya,
and Asamiya in the east. By the fifteenth century there was a vast body of poetry, which was not
only the preserve of the elite or Sanskrit
speaking, but was the language and literature of
the high and the low, the affluent and the poor.
Painting, music, dance, and theater were the
visual, aural, and kinetic counterparts of this
powerful and pervasive movement. Any account
of the Krishna theme in Indian painting has
necessarily to recognize the rise of Vaishnavism, the popular bhakti movement, and the impact
of the poetry of the bhakti poet-saints.
Krishna theme in Indian mural painting : Evidence of the Krishna theme in Indian mural
painting has to be traced to the magnificent large-scale depiction of the theme in South India,
particularly Kerala. The Padmanabhapuram palace, the Mattancherry palace of Cochin
(18th century), and the Padmanabhaswami temple (17th century) murals are striking examples of
a distinctive style of painting that is analogous to the p erforming arts tradition of the region,
particularly Kathakali.
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